We extend the formalism of pure state thermodynamics to matrix product states. In pure state thermodynamics finite temperature properties of quantum systems are derived without the need of statistical mechanics ensembles, but instead using typical properties of random pure states. We show that this formalism can be useful from the computational point of view when combined with tensor network algorithms. In particular, a recently introduced Monte Carlo algorithm is considered which samples matrix product states at random for the estimation of finite temperature observables.
INTRODUCTION
Pure state thermodynamics explains the finite temperature behavior of sufficiently large quantum systems not in the standard ensemble framework of statistical mechanics, but instead considering typical properties of a single random quantum pure state. According to this picture statistical mechanics emerges as the result of extremely small statistical fluctuations in large enough closed quantum systems. Although it has been overlooked for a long time, this approach can be traced back to the early days of quantum mechanics and to the study of thermodynamic properties in closed quantum systems [1, 2] . Later on alternative derivations of pure state statistical mechanics can be found in Seth Lloyd's PhD thesis [3] , and more recently in the literature on typicality [4] [5] [6] . The common feature behind these works is the understanding that closed quantum systems described by pure states can behave, for many practical purposes, like statistical mechanic ensembles at equilibrium.
From this perspective the effectiveness of ensembles in statistical mechanics is justified in view of the more fundamental quantum properties of the system. Until now most of the literature on pure state thermodynamics has focused on foundational aspects of quantum statistical mechanics [7] , and on the explanation of the dynamics in experimentally realizable closed quantum systems or model Hamiltonians [8] . Only recently it has been recognized that the mathematical formalism of quantum mechanics allows for the exploitation also at the computational level of pure state thermodynamics. In particular, the work of Sugiura and Shimizu [9, 10] quite remarkably shows that typicality can be used in numerical simulations to approximate thermal quantum states; this is done sampling and properly manipulating one single pure state generated uniformly at random according to the Haar measure [11] . Statistical properties of uniformly random pure states are such that the quality of the numerical approximation is extremely good and, for all practical purposes, one can simulate thermal quantum systems on N qubits with a properly constructed random pure state of N qubits (i.e. there is no need of additional degrees of freedom to purify the thermal state of the system). On the other hand it is well known that uniform random states are computationally hard to generate [12] [13] [14] , requiring an exponentially large number of parameters in system's size; hence the curse of dimensionality will restrict the use of algorithms like those in [9, 10] to systems of modest size in general.
Here we address this problem, and we show that using an efficiently parametrizable class of states, known as Matrix Product States (MPS), it is still possible to simulate pure state thermodynamics at finite temperature with a polynomial amount of resources in system's size, provided there exists an MPS representation of the finite temperature state. The latter seems to be reasonable assumption in general, for not too small temperatures, according to results in [15] . More in particular, we describe a Monte Carlo (MC) procedure which samples from Random MPS (RMPS) [16] [17] [18] , and we characterize the algorithm's trade-off between accuracy and efficiency employing an ( , δ)-approximation scheme. A side product of our investigation provides a result, of interest in the context of pseudo-random quantum circuits [14, [19] [20] [21] , showing that RMPS states are approximate 2-designs [13] .
RANDOM MPS STATES
We consider MPS with open boundary conditions associated to one-dimensional systems; generalizations to higher dimensions will be discussed in future works, while different boundary conditions can be dealt with the same formalism. In the following we use the standard notation for matrix product states, which is described for example in [22] . An MPS |ψ is completely characterized by a set {A σ j , j = 1, . . . , N } of matrices
with |σ ≡ |σ 1 σ 2 · · · σ N −1 σ N the computational basis. Open boundary conditions imply that A σ 1 and A σ 2 are respectively row and column vectors, while all other A σ j are matrices whose greatest dimension is at most χ, a parameter which is called the bond dimension of the MPS. We will often use the compact notation |ψ = A
assuming the sum over physical and auxiliary indices (σ and i respectively). It follows that for a chain of N qubits an MPS is specified by no more than 2N χ 2 numbers which, for χ ∼ poly(N ), is exponentially smaller than D ≡ 2 N , the number of parameters required by a typical quantum state in the same Hilbert space H. This compressed representation plays a key role in the efficiency of MPS algorithms [22] . The ensemble of random MPS that we use in this work has been introduced in [16, 17] , and used in [18] to simulate quantum systems at finite temperatures in the microcanonical framework. In the following we shortly summarize the construction of RMPS states [23] . Consider a set of N i.i.d. random unitary matrices, each one distributed according to the Haar measure, and with possibly different dimensions (see Fig.1 for an example with five qubits). The A σ j ={↑,↓} matrices defining the state are taken as sub-blocks of the random unitaries
where L σ j and R j are truncation matrices selecting the proper sub-block in the unitary [23] . The different dimensionality of the unitaries is a technical constraint implied by the normalization of the state, like the fact that the last unitary has to be divided by the square root of the local Hilbert space dimension [23] . Although it might seem arbitrary, this construction is indeed related to a physical sequential generation of MPS states [24] , and it inherits useful properties from the ensemble of random Haar unitaries. Given a proper sequence U ave denotes the average with respect to the set U of unitaries. By using known properties of the Haar measure and the independence of the U j 's at different sites j, it is possible to decompose the average over U into a concatenated sequence of averages over single U j 's, followed by contractions with neighbouring matrices [23] [ψ]
The calculation can be done exactly [23] and the result is provided
where we compare the RMPS result with the average with respect to uniformly distributed 
where · ∞ is the operator norm (the largest singular value). This result can be understood intuitively, since for larger bond dimensions the RMPS ensemble spans a larger domain in H. This implies that with larger χ we should better approximate the Haar second-moment state, which is obtained considering the entire Hilbert space. By definition this also implies that RMPS states are approximate 2-designs [13] , where the approximation is controlled by the parameter χ. In the next section we will use the information on the first two moments of the ensemble to characterize a Monte Carlo approximation scheme for the estimation of finite temperature expectation values.
Suppose that we want to estimate a quantity Q, and that we have access to a stochastic device whose outcome is a random variable z with the properties that the mean Ave[z] is equal to Q, and the variance Var[z] is finite. We then use the stochastic device many times, assuming that the output of different trials are independent and identically distributed.
Using Chebyshev's inequality one can show that after M trials we obtain an estimate of Q satisfying
We have just described a ( , δ)-approximation algorithm for evaluating Q, i.e. a MonteCarlo algorithm that accepts as input an implicit description of Q together with two positive numbers and δ, and it provides as output an estimate of Q satisfying Eq.5.
For the problems we are interested in Q is given by the expectation value at finite tem-
where ρ T could correspond for example to microcanonical or canonical mixed states
and ∆E is a small energy window to which the eigenvalues of the energy eigenstates |E i belong; while β and H are respectively the inverse temperature and the Hamiltonian of the system. In [18] the microcanonical setting was considered and a Monte Carlo algorithm sampling random MPS has been provided which estimates the microcanonical expectation values of many-body systems. In what follows we derive rigorous bounds on the accuracy of the estimation obtained with such a MC algorithm. Note that these bounds are general and do not depend on the specific statistical ensemble.
An effective way of approximately representing ρ mic or ρ can is through the iterative application of some operator G, which depends on the Hamiltonian H of the system. As an example one can think of the familiar Trotter decomposition used in tDMRG [25, 26] or TEBD [27, 28] algorithms in imaginary time [22] , where G is given by exp(−βH/k) and k is the number of times in which we have divided the interval [0, β]; while for the microcanonical ensemble one can use the procedure developed in [18] [where G is given by
for given scalar parameters E and r]. For a given G and using Eq.2 it follows that, for k large enough, we can approximate the thermal mixed state as
The above equation provides us with a strategy to sample RMPS states in order to estimate finite temperature expectation values. The quality of the approximation will be controlled by the second moment state through Chebyshev's inequality.
Defining A ≡ G k 2 , the random variable z i introduced at the beginning of this section is now given by z i ≡ ψ i |ABA |ψ i / ψ i |A 2 |ψ i . We want to estimate the accuracy of the following approximation
Since z i is the ratio of two random quantities, x i ≡ ψ i |ABA |ψ i and y i ≡ ψ i |A 2 |ψ i , using standard error propagation and Eq.4 we can upper-bound the relative variance
2 | with a function which goes to zero at least as χ −1 [23] . Then from Eq.5 and Eq.6 it follows that
which implies that in order to have an ( , δ)-approximation a number M ∼ (δ 2 χ) −1 of samplings is sufficient. Similarly one can also show that the relative error in approximating B T with Ave[z] goes to zero at least as χ −1 . These results show that pure state thermodynamics can indeed be simulated with a polynomial amount of resources in system's size.
From a practical point of view we observe that the bound in Eq.12 is not tight and one can effectively use smaller bond-dimensions than those suggested by Eq.12 to obtain quantitatively accurate results. In the next section we will provide two simulations supporting the efficiency of the method.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In the first numerical simulation we focus on the trade-off between the bond dimension χ and the number of samples in the MC estimate. This is a feature of the algorithm which is not only relevant for the estimation of finite temperature expectation values, but more in general for the estimation of the trace of an exponentially large operator. Consider the following Hamiltonian describing the Ising chain in transverse field For given parameters N and λ we want to estimate x ≡ TrH 2 sampling MPS at random.
Using Eq.2 we need to evaluate the expectation value x i ≡ ψ i |H 2 |ψ i with M trials in order to estimate the exact result with D parallelized the latter scheme would provide a faster way of obtaining the finite temperature result with the same accuracy.
In the second numerical check we use the previous results to simulate at finite temperature a spin chain described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in an external field
We calculate the microcanonical magnetization curve (at the temperature corresponding to a microcanonical energy per spin E/N = −0.15) sampling one single RMPS for chains of 50 and 100 qubits. The result of the simulation is shown in Fig.3 , where one can see that the two curves (characterized by the same energy per spin) overlap very well, suggesting very small finite-size effects. Comparing this simulation with the one done in [18] and [9] , we can check that the statistical fluctuations (obtained with 200 samples) are smaller or equal to the size of the symbols used in Fig.3 , supporting the result in Eq.12.
CONCLUSIONS
We have provided an analytical estimate of the statical fluctuations in the evaluation of finite-temperature expectation values, induced by sampling random matrix product states.
The results allow us to formulate a Monte Carlo ( , δ)-approximation scheme which supports the use of random MPS states as a tool for pure state thermodynamics. We extend the results obtained in [9, 10] in the context of Haar distributed states, to a regime where the sampling procedure can be done efficiently, hence allowing for the study of much larger systems. Our findings are also of interest in the context of approximate state designs since the analytical evaluation of the second moment state shows that random MPS are approximate 2-designs, with a degree of approximation controlled by an inverse polynomial function of the bond dimension. With respect to other algorithms for the simulation of finite-temperature systems [22] , our scheme has the advantage of avoiding the introduction of auxiliary degrees of freedom, like ancillary qubits for the bath, which inevitably require additional computational resources. The Markov-Chain MC scheme proposed by White in [29] shares this same feature, although the Monte Carlo scheme discussed in the present work has the additional benefit of being easily parallelizable. For the future we plan to extend the study of random MPS to higher dimensional tensor networks, where the computational advantages provided by sampling random states could be even more significant.
The normalized random MPS is explicitly constructed as follows. Consider an open chain
of N qubits (the construction is easily generalizable to qudits, and chains with periodic boundary conditions) and fix a maximum bond-dimension χ. Start from the left boundary qubit and generate a Haar-distributed 2 by 2 random unitary U 1 . The left-boundary A matrices are then defined by the two row vectors of U 1
Consider now the second qubit and generate an independent 4-dimensional Haar-unitary matrix. Define the two A matrices (of size 2 by 4) associated to the second qubits as follows
Repeat this construction each time doubling the dimension of the random unitary, until one generates a χ by χ (with χ a power of 2) matrix U L at the L-th site
For j in between L + 1 and N − 1 generate i.i.d. 2χ by 2χ Haar-unitaries U j , and define the corresponding A σ j matrices as follows
Finally consider the last site, for which a χ by χ Haar-unitary has to be generated and the A σ N column vectors will be given by
Note that we rescale the last A-matrix with the square root of the local Hilbert space dimension in order to have a normalized random MPS state (this step will be clear later when evaluating the norm of the state).
At each step the A σ j matrix can be written in the form
with L σ j and R j proper truncation matrices
where 0 is an array of zeros and I the identity matrix. The dimension of the specific truncation matrices are fully specified by the sequential construction (see also Fig.1 in the main manuscript for a cartoon representation in the case of 5 qubits).
The normalized state
is then consistently defined (we implicitly assume the sum over physical and auxiliary indices). The above construction implies canonical left-normalized states such that for any
The overlap ψ |ψ for a fix random state is given by the following sequence of iterative
where each step follows from the previous definitions.
First moment state
In this section we detail the steps needed to evaluate the average state of the ensemble (which is already discussed in Ref. [16, 17] ):
where we just used the independence of the unitaries at each site of the chain to rewrite the total average over the sequence U as a concatenation of averages over single U j unitaries.
Then the problem is reduced to the evaluation of averages at each site, which can be done using the following expressions
where we made use of the twirling identity and the definition of the L matrices. The concatenation of the averages leads to the following expression
where χ j is the bond dimension at site j in the chain. Note that the above result is independent of the maximum bond dimension χ of the state.
Second moment state
In this section we provide the details of the derivation of the second moment state. Since this calculation is quite lengthy in the general case, we will first derive the explicit result for the simple case of chain with 2 qubits in order to illustrate the structure of the calculation and of the solution, then we will obtain the general expression.
For two qubits the second moment state is given by
We use a well known property of the Haar measure, namely that the average rotation of an operator O with respect to a random unitary tensored twice is provided by
and
F being the swap operator acting on the computational basis as
The average of the 2 qubit chain can be performed in two steps as follows (here we write the matrices' components in order to make clear the structure of the contractions, and the asterisk denotes matrix conjugation)
Consider the internal average over U 2 , using the previous result on the Haar measure we
Each symmetric or anti-symmetric projector, contracted with the matrices of the first qubit,
where we used the fact the projectors commutes with U ⊗2
1 . Putting everything together we have
In the case of more than 2 qubits we have to repeat the sequence of averages and contrac- 
where the superscript phys denotes an operator acting only on the physical space (in this case the one associated to the last qubit), while I and F act on the auxiliary space associated to the bond dimension. To proceed with the calculation we now need to update ρ R contracting it with the A matrices associated to the (N − 2)-th qubit
The contraction will affect only the operators acting on the auxiliary space. Defining
, one can easily check the following identities
Putting everything together
For the left boundary sites, where
Using the above equations the updated ρ R state can then be written as
For a chain with only three qubits we then would have the following result for the second moment state
where the subscript of the projector denotes both the symmetric or anti-symmetric character and the square root dimension of the Hilbert space they act on. The analogous calculation with an additional qubit would provide
and we can write it compactly as follows (we drop the superscript in the projector operators since it is now irrelevant)
where p = {p L , p L+1 , . . . , p N }, and the sum runs over all p j = {s, a} expect for p L+1 .
The subscript p L+1 is s or a depending on the global parity provided by the other indexes 
Perturbative expression
We start by providing a perturbative expression in χ −1 of the parameters α, β, D χ s,a , which can all be easily checked to satisfy the following equalities
Using the above expansions and the previous calculation, the perturbative expression of the second moment state after averaging over the last two sites unitaries provides
meaning that the operator norm of the sub-leading terms are at least χ times smaller than the operator norm of the leading term. Evaluating the average with respect to the next qubit we have
Note that the leading term is just the projector over the symmetric subspace, and the iterative calculation would provide for a chain of N qubits the following expression 
Statistical fluctuations
In this section we use the previously obtained perturbative expression for the second moment to bound the statistical fluctuations in the estimation of finite temperature expectation values
Defining A ≡ √ ρ T , the estimate of B T is given sampling from random MPS the quantity
which is the ratio of two correlated random variables x and y. We denote with [x] ave the average of x with respect to |ψ , and we define δx = x − [x] ave (and similarly for y and z).
Using standard error propagation we can write 
where C ≡ A 2 B. This last result can then be plugged in the Chebyshev's inequality to derive the ( , δ)-approximation scheme in the main manuscript.
